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Abstract This paper deals with a problem of determining lot-sizes of jobs in a real-world
job shop-scheduling in the presence of uncertainty. The main issue discussed in this paper is
lot-sizing of jobs. A fuzzy rule-based system is developed which determines the size of lots
using the following premise variables: size of the job, the static slack of the job, workload
on the shop floor, and the priority of the job. Both premise and conclusion variables are
modelled as linguistic variables represented by using fuzzy sets (apart from the priority of
the job which is a crisp value). The determined lots’ sizes are input to a fuzzy multi-objective
genetic algorithm for job shop scheduling. Imprecise jobs’ processing times and due dates
are modelled by using fuzzy sets. The objectives that are used to measure the quality of
the generated schedules are average weighted tardiness of jobs, the number of tardy jobs,
the total setup time, the total idle time of machines and the total flow time of jobs. The
developed algorithm is analysed on real-world data obtained from a printing company.
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1 Introduction
The scheduling of jobs and the control of their flow through a production process is essential to modern production/manufacturing companies. Ever since the first results of modern
scheduling theory appeared some 50 years ago, scheduling has attracted a lot of attention
from both academia and industry. The diversity of scheduling problems, their large-scale
dimension and dynamic nature make them computationally very complex and difficult to
solve. Various machine configurations that exist in real production/manufacturing environments have been studied in the literature (Leung 2004; Pinedo 2002), starting from the simplest case of a single machine, through a flow shop which includes machines in a series, to
the most complex job shop environment (Blazewicz et al. 1996).
A job shop scheduling problem is an optimisation problem in which a given number of
jobs have to be allocated over time to machines, under some constraints. For example, each
job is assigned a predefined order of processing on the machines. In this paper, we consider
two issues that are important in real-world job shop scheduling: lot-sizing and batching. Lotsizing deals with the decision of when and how to split a job into lots, while batching refers
to the scheduling of jobs with similar production requirements (Potts and Van Wassenhove
1995).
The concept of splitting jobs into lots is introduced with the aim of partially satisfying a
customer’s demand by producing and delivering, in the first lot, enough amount of a product, so that the customer is not out of stock of requested product while awaiting the whole
job to be completed. The remaining part of the job will be delivered at some later date. In
job-shop scheduling applications, the creation of lots permits the overlapping of different
operations of the same job on parallel machines and may therefore reduce the throughput
time (Potts and Van Wassenhove 1995). The sizes of lots have to be carefully chosen in order
to avoid a schedule with a large number of lots of very small size that need large setup time
on machines. The initial research on lot-sizing was related to the economic order quantity
problem, where demand for a product is assumed to be stationary, i.e. an order for a product
is continuously placed with a constant rate of demand within an infinite planning horizon
(Wilson 1934). Some other models that considered more complex assumptions were proposed. The economic lot scheduling problem takes into consideration capacity constraints,
such as machines capacity, inventory space capacity, etc. (Sarker and Newton 2002). A quite
major step was made by introducing the dynamic demand conditions. The Wagner-Whitin
problem subdivides the finite planning horizon into discrete periods to which different demands may be assigned (Wagner and Whitin 1958). Most popular current approaches to
lot-sizing include capacitated (Sarker and Newton 2002), discrete (Ouenniche and Boctor
1998) or a combination of these two approaches (Drexl and Kimms 1997). Literature on
fuzzy approaches to lot-sizing is rather limited. Lee et al. (1991), and Karapapilidis et al.
(2000) used fuzzy sets to model uncertain demand expressed by linguistic terms, while the
objectives to be minimised are the setup cost and the inventory cost.
Batching is of particular importance in manufacturing systems in which changing the
type of product to be processed on a machine incurs a setup time/cost. In order to reduce
the setup time/cost, a set of jobs is grouped into families on the basis of their production
requirements. As a result, no setup is needed when jobs of the same family are scheduled
consecutively. On the other hand, the scheduling of jobs that belong to different families,
one after the other, incurs setup time/costs. The size of a batch appears to be a sensitive
issue. Large batches improve the efficiency of the production line as they save time and also
increase the machine utilization. However, batches may group together jobs of different priorities, which means that jobs of high priorities can be processed in different batches. If the
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batches are of large size, this will lead to tardiness of high priority jobs. Therefore, customer service may be improved by having smaller batches. The relatively recent survey by
Potts and Kovalyov (2000) gives the extensive literature on models that integrate scheduling
with batching decisions. They review models of batch scheduling developed for all classical machine settings. Agnetis et al. (2004) deal with the problem of finding a schedule that
minimises the number of setups when jobs are subject to precedence constraints.
This paper focuses on the job shop problem which involves batching and lot-sizing in
a printing company Sherwood Press (Nottingham, UK). This job shop problem involves a
wide range of parameters such as job release dates, processing times, due dates, priorities of
jobs, machine setup times, etc. Deterministic production scheduling models and algorithms
assume that all parameters are well-known and precisely defined. However, as in almost all
real-world production systems, in this printing company activities are fraught with uncertainties, and this prevents the application of deterministic scheduling theory. The deterministic scheduling models and algorithms have been extended to tackle stochastic cases, mainly
to models that assume that processing times are random variables with specified probability distributions (Dempster et al. 1982). However, probabilistic characteristics of scheduling parameters are often lacking in practice. Information about production/manufacturing
processes can be both imprecise and/or incomplete, or sometimes does not even exist. In
these cases, application of the standard methods of probability theory becomes difficult and
often inappropriate. Fuzzy sets provide an appropriate tool for handling imprecise information (Zadeh 1965). Fuzzy scheduling models have recently attracted increased interest
among the scheduling research community (Slowinski and Hapke 2000). Imprecise scheduling parameters have been represented as fuzzy numbers and operations on them have involved fuzzy arithmetic. Parameters that are most often represented as fuzzy numbers are
processing times and due dates (e.g. Kuroda and Wang 1996; Ishibuchi et al. 1994; Ishii
et al. 1992), but there are models that deal with some other scheduling parameters by employing fuzzy sets (e.g. fuzzy job precedence relations, Ishii and Tada 1995, or machine
breakdowns, Li et al. 1994). Fuzzy sets have also been used to represent flexible constraints
whose violation has to be minimised. Most often, the models included flexible temporal constraints, where the best schedule requested the least relaxation of release dates or due dates
constraints (Fargier 1996). As an attempt to bridge the existing gap between the scheduling theory and practice, fuzzy scheduling models that utilise multicriteria approaches have
been developed and reported in the literature. Most of these models were restricted to single
machine scheduling problems (e.g. Han et al. 1994; Adamopoulos and Pappis 1996), while
only a few papers considered a more complex production environment such as a job shop
(e.g. Sakawa and Kubota 2000; Tsujimura et al. 1993).
In our approach, fuzzy sets are applied to represent processing time of jobs that are uncertain due to both machines and human factors, and also to represent due dates that are
flexible and allow the decision maker (scheduler) to express his/her attitude toward the tardiness of jobs. A novel fuzzy approach to lot-sizing is developed. In order to mimic the
way that the scheduler decides on the lots and lot-sizing, fuzzy IF-THEN rules are introduced which conclude how to change lot sizes initially set based on imprecise data about
the size of the job, its slack time, workload on the shop floor and the (crisp) priority of the
job. A fuzzy bi-objective genetic algorithm was developed which evolved the decision on
which dispatching rules to be used for scheduling jobs on each machine taking into consideration uncertain processing times and due dates of jobs (Fayad and Petrovic 2005). This
genetic algorithm (GA) is enriched with three more objectives and used to test the developed
fuzzy approach to lot-sizing of jobs. The objectives used to measure the quality of generated
schedules are average weighted tardiness of jobs, the number of tardy jobs, the total setup
time, the total idle time of machines and the total flow time of jobs.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a job shop problem and the
real-world problem in Sherwood Press. Section 3 describes the fuzzy rule-based system
developed for lot-sizing, while a fuzzy GA for job shop scheduling is presented in Sect. 4.
Section 5 discusses the results obtained on real-world data obtained from Sherwood Press,
followed by some concluding comments.

2 Problem statement
The notation used in the problem statement and throughout the paper is as follows:
total number of jobs.
job, j = 1, . . . , N .
total number of machines.
machine, i = 1, . . . , M.
time needed for setup when different families of jobs are processed
one after the other.
release date of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N , which denotes when a job can
rj
start its processing.
due date of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N .
dj
fuzzy due date of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N .
d̃j
completion time of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N .
Cj
fuzzy completion date of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N .
C̃j
makespan Cmax = max(C1 , . . . , Cj , . . . , CN ).
Cmax
tardiness of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N , Tj = max(Cj − dj , 0).
Tj
importance of job Jj , j = 1, . . . , N .
wj
(i, j )
operation of job Jj processed on machine Mi , j = 1, . . . , N and
i = 1, . . . , M.
processing time of operation (i, j ) needed for the required number
pij
of items qj .
fuzzy processing time of operation (i, j ) needed for the required
p̃ij
number of items qj .
completion time of operation (i, j ), i = 1, . . . , M, j = 1, . . . , N .
Cij
start time of operation (i, j ), i = 1, . . . , M, j = 1, . . . , N .
sij
SAT , SNT , SST , SIT , STF , satisfaction grades of the objectives: average weighted tardiness,
the number of tardy jobs, the total setup time, the total idle time of
machines, the total flow time, respectively.

overall quality of the schedule measured as an aggregation of the
satisfaction grades of the objectives.
N
Jj
M
Mi
a

The job shop scheduling problem considers N jobs {J1 , . . . , Jj , . . . , JN } with given release and due dates rj , dj , j = 1, . . . , N , respectively, that have to be scheduled on a set of
M machines {M1 , . . . , Mi , . . . , MM }. Each job consists of a chain of operations on which
precedence constraints are imposed. Jobs may have different order of processing on the machines. Each operation of job Jj processed on machine Mi is represented by an ordered pair
(i, j ), while its processing time is denoted by pij . If the job does not require processing on a
machine, the processing time of the corresponding operation is equal to 0. Each job belongs
to a certain family.
The scheduling problem is formulated as follows. Find a non-preemptive sequence of
operations of N jobs on each of M machines subject to the following constraints: (1) the
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precedence constraints which ensure that the processing sequence of operations conforms to
the predefined order and (2) the capacity constraints which ensure that a machine processes
one job at a time.
The following objectives are considered:
(i) Minimise the average weighted tardiness of jobs in schedule s
AT(s) =

N
1 
wj Tj .
N j =1

(1)

(ii) Minimise the number of tardy jobs in schedule s
NT(s) =

N



uj ,

where uj =

j =1

1 if Tj > 0,
0 otherwise.

(2)

(iii) Minimise the total setup time in schedule s
ST(s) =

M 
N


(3)

aXij ,

i=1 j =1

where
⎧
⎪
⎨ 1 if pij = 0 and job Jj does not belong to the same family as its predecessor
in the sequence of jobs on machine Mi ,
Xij =
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise.
Xij is referred to as the changeover coefficient and parameter a denoted the time needed
to make a machine ready for a changeover of the job families.
(iv) Minimise the total idle time of machines in schedule s, where the idle time is defined
as time during which the machines are used neither for processing of jobs nor for setup
IT(s) =

M 

i=1

Cia −

N

j =1

p ij −

N


aXij

(4)

j =1

where (i, a) and Cia is the last operation on machine Mi and its completion time,
respectively, N
j =1 pij is the total processing time of all jobs on machine Mi , and
N
j =1 aX ij is the total time required for setup on machine Mi .
(v) Minimise the total flow time defined as the total time that jobs spend on the shop floor
in a schedule s
TF(s) =

N

(Cj − rj );

j = 1, . . . , N.

(5)

j =1

2.1 A real-world job shop problem
A job shop problem in Sherwood Press involves 18 machines, which are grouped into 7
work centres: Printing, Cutting, Folding, Card-inserting, Embossing and Debossing, Gathering, Finishing (Stitching, Trimming and Packaging). Each job has a predetermined order
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of processing on machines in some or all work centres. Jobs are grouped into families on the
basis of their colour requirements. The time needed for setup of the machines when different
families of jobs are processed one after the other is 20 minutes (a = 20).
The processing times of jobs are uncertain and are represented by fuzzy sets. The estimation of the processing time of each operation is obtained, taking into account the nature
of the machine in use. While some machines are automated and can be operated at different
speeds, others are staff-operated and therefore the processing times are staff-dependent. Uncertain processing time p̃ij is modelled by a triangular membership function represented by
a triplet (pij1 , pij2 , pij3 ), where pij1 and pij3 are lower and upper bounds of the processing time,
while pij2 is a so-called modal point (Klir and Folger 1998). The values pij1 , pij2 and pij3 are
interpreted as pessimistic, moderate and optimistic processing times of job Jj on machine
Mi . An example of a fuzzy processing time is shown in Fig. 1.
Following the scheduling practice in Sherwood Press, we classify jobs into three groups
on the basis of their priorities and the corresponding tolerance of their tardiness. A job of
high priority (Priority 1) is expected to be processed on time with no delay, and therefore
there is a crisp due date defined for it. A job of medium priority (Priority 2) has a due date
that can be extended up to two additional days, whereas a job of low priority (Priority 3)
is given a tolerance of delay of up to one week on top of the originally set due date. The
imprecise due dates d̃j , j = 1, . . . , N , are represented by trapezoidal fuzzy sets illustrated
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Example of fuzzy
processing time

Fig. 2 Example of fuzzy due
date
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3 Fuzzy lot-sizing
In order to deliver at least part of the job ordered on time, jobs are split into lots. Four
variables are identified to be important for the decision of whether to split up a job into
lots and on lot-sizing: size of job, static slack of job, the workload on the shop floor and
priority of job. The static slack represents the available time for the job processing, namely
it is defined for job Jj as dj − rj − M
i=1 pij . In order to mimic the way that the scheduler
decides on lots, fuzzy IF-THEN rules are defined, which derive the size of each lot based
on imprecise values of the identified variables (apart from the priority of the job which is
a crisp number). Workload takes into consideration the number of items to be processed
on the shop floor and is described by two linguistic terms: Not Large and Large. Small,
Medium and Large are the linguistic terms used to describe size of the job. The priority of the
job indicates its importance and is expressed by three crisp numbers: 1, 2 or 3 (introduced
in Sect. 2.1). The slack of the job is described by three linguistic terms: Small, Medium
and Large. These membership functions are defined in collaboration with Sherwood Press
following their policy for lot-sizing and are given in Fig. 3.
It would be very difficult to define all 54 (3 × 3 × 2 × 3) fuzzy rules, which determine
the size of lots for all possible values of the four variables in the premises of the rules. To
overcome this difficulty, we define fuzzy rules for each of the four variables independently
(Petrovic 1991). The starting point in the lot-sizing decision is to split each job into two lots
of equal size, i.e. 50% of the job size. A conclusion variable change of lot is introduced in the
fuzzy rules, which indicates a necessary change of the current size of the lots, based on the
truth value of the premise of the rule. It is described by the linguistic values Large Negative,
Medium Negative, Small, Medium Positive, Large Positive. The membership functions of
these fuzzy sets are given in Fig. 4.
The fuzzy rules are given in Fig. 5. The rules reflect the policy of the company. For
example, if the size of the job is small or its slack is small then such a job should be processed
as much as possible in the first lot. On the other hand, if a job is large and/or its slack is large,
then its first lot should be smaller than the second lot, i.e. the processing of the major part
of the job can be postponed. The workload on the shop floor and the priority of the job also
influence the decision on lots, although to a smaller extent.
The defined four groups of fuzzy rules can be applied either together, resulting in one
value of the conclusion variable change of lot, or in sequence, one by one, resulting in the
change of lot sizes after the application of each group of the rules. We decided to adopt the
second approach, which gives us the opportunity to express the preference of the production
manager toward the importance of the variables for the decision on lots. The size of the job
and its slack can be very important for the decision. For example, if the size of job is Small
enough (i.e. the size of the job belongs to the fuzzy set Small with a membership degree
close or equal to 1) and its slack is Small enough, then there is no need to split the job into
lots. Therefore, if the increment of the initial size of the lot after the firing of the rules from
Group I and II is greater or equal to 20%, then the job will not be split up into lots. If this
is not the case, the workload and the priority of job are taken into consideration to further
change the size of the lots. In addition, the policy of the company is not to have lots of size
that is smaller than 10% of the total size of the job.
Before we explain the mechanism of our fuzzy rule-based system, we give a formal
syntax of fuzzy rules. Each fuzzy rule Rs contains one imprecise variable in the premise and
an imprecise conclusion and has the following form:
Rs : IF x is As THEN y is Bs

s = 1, . . . , S

(6)
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Fig. 3 Linguistic terms for the variables size of job, slack of job, workload, and priority ofjob
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Fig. 4 Membership function of the linguistic terms of the conclusion variable

Group I:
1.
2.
3.
Group II:
1.
2.
3.
Group III:
1.
2.
Group IV:
1.
2.
3.

IF size of job is Small THEN change of lot is Large Positive
IF size of job is Medium THEN change of lot is Small
IF size of job is Large THEN change of lot is Large Negative
IF slack of job is Small THEN change of lot is Large Positive
IF slack of job is Medium THEN change of lot is Small
IF slack of fob is Large THEN change of lot is Large Negative
IF workload is Not Large THEN change of lot is Medium Positive
IF workload is Large THEN change of lot is Medium Negative
IF priority of fob is 3 THEN change of lot is Medium Negative
IF priority of job is 2 THEN change of lot is Medium Positive
IF priority of job is 1 THEN change of lot is Small

Fig. 5 Fuzzy rules for lot-sizing

where x and y are imprecise variables, As and Bs , s = 1, . . . , S are fuzzy sets, and S is the
total number of rules.
The firing of each group of fuzzy rules involves the following steps (Pedrycz and Gowide
1998):
1. Fuzzification of the crisp input value: The degree to which the crisp input value belongs
to the fuzzy set in the premises of the rules is determined.
2. Evaluation of each rule: The truth-value of a rule premise is equal to the value of the
membership function of its premise μAs (x0 ) for a given crisp input x0 . In our fuzzy
rule-based system, the truth-value of the conclusion is determined using the cutting (or
truncation) method (other methods are also possible). The membership function of the
fuzzy set in the conclusion is cut at the level of the obtained truth-value μAs (x0 ) of the
corresponding premise. The obtained fuzzy set is denoted by μAs →Bs (x0 ) (y) and has the
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following membership function:
μAs →Bs (x0 ) (y) = min{μAs (x0 ) , μBs (y)}.

(7)

3. Aggregation of rule conclusions: A final conclusion R is a fuzzy set obtained by aggregating conclusions of all the rules that have fired. The sum operator was adopted for
aggregation:
μR (y) = μA1 →B1 (x0 ) (y) + μA2 →B2 (x0 ) (y) + · · · + μAS →BS (x0 ) (y).

(8)

4. Defuzzification: A final fuzzy set R obtained in Step 3 is mapped into a crisp value ȳ. We
apply here the centre of sums as a defuzzification method. This method is similar to the
centre of gravity defuzzification method, but the overlapping areas of the truncated fuzzy
sets in the rules are counted more than once (Ruspini et al. 1998).
ȳ =

S

(y × μR (y))

S


s=1

s=1

μR (y).

(9)

4 A fuzzy genetic algorithm for job shop scheduling
A genetic algorithm (GA) is an iterative stochastic search procedure, which has been widely
used for solving combinatorial optimisation problems (Goldberg 1989; Reeves 1995a;
Sastry et al. 2005). It is motivated by biological systems and natural genetics. A genetic algorithm iteratively maintains a population of solutions called the generation. The fitness of
a solution is determined by the value of the objective function. The solutions are represented
as chromosomes which can be combined to produce offspring by crossover operations and
modified by mutation operations in order to explore new areas of the solution space. Following the principles of natural selection, fittest solutions have a better chance of surviving to
the next generation. The main characteristics of the GA developed for job shop scheduling
with batching and lot-sizing are described below. Each chromosome consists of two subchromosomes of length M (number of machines), named machines sub-chromosome and
dispatching rules sub-chromosome. The genes of the first sub-chromosome represent machines, while genes of the second one contain the dispatching rules to be used for sequencing
operations on the corresponding machines. The machine sub-chromosome is initialized by
randomly choosing machines Mi , i = 1, . . . , M. The dispatching rules sub-chromosome is
initialised by choosing randomly one among the following six rules: Early Due Date First,
Shortest Processing Time First, Longest Processing Time First, Longest Remaining Processing Time First, Highest Priority First, Same Family of Jobs Together. While the first four dispatching rules are well-established and widely used in the literature on job shop scheduling
(Pinedo 2002), the last two are tailored to this application with the aim of reducing the flow
time of jobs of higher priority and to schedule, whenever possible, jobs of the same families contiguously. An one-point crossover operator is applied on both sub-chromosomes of
parents with a certain probability. Genes from two parent sub-chromosomes are combined
in such a way as to preserve the absolute positions of the machines (dispatching rules) from
one parent and the relative positions of the other parent, taking care that machines are not
duplicated in the machine sub-chromosome (Reeves 1995b). Points are randomly chosen in
both sub-chromosomes independently to increase the variation of coupling a machine with
a dispatching rule. A mutation operator is applied independently in both sub-chromosomes,
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Fig. 6 Satisfaction grade of
completion time using area of
intersection

where a randomly chosen pair of genes exchange their positions in a sub-chromosome. The
roulette-wheel-selection technique is used for the selection of chromosomes which survive
to the next iteration. The probability of survival of the chromosome is proportional to its
fitness.
The fitness function is used to evaluate the quality of a given schedule driving the search
towards promising areas in the solution space. In our problem, objectives are measured in
different units i.e., they are incommensurable. For example, the average tardiness of jobs is
given in time units, while the number of tardy jobs takes an integer value from the interval
[0, N ]. However, the objective values have to be used simultaneously to assess the quality of
schedules. Satisfaction grades are introduced for each objective to reflect the decision maker
preferences with respect to the achieved values of the objectives. The values of the objectives
are mapped into satisfaction grades, which take values from the interval [0, 1], where 0
represents full dissatisfaction and 1 denotes full satisfaction with the achieved objective
value. The satisfaction grades of all the objectives are combined in an overall satisfaction
grade.
The fuzzy processing time of job operations implies fuzzy completion times. Before we
can assess the satisfaction grades of objectives that are due date related (average tardiness
and number of tardy jobs), we need to establish a way to compare the fuzzy completion time
of a job with its associated fuzzy due date, and calculate the likelihood that a job is tardy.
We use the method of area of intersection introduced by Sakawa and Kubota (2000) which
measures the intersection between two fuzzy values C̃j and d̃j (Fig. 6). The satisfaction
grade of a fuzzy completion time of job Jj is defined in the following way:
ST (C̃j ) = (area C̃j ∩ d̃j )/(area C̃j ).

(10)

Parameter λ is introduced to define when a job is considered to be tardy. The number of
tardy jobs in fuzzy environments is denoted by NT and is calculated in the following way:

NT =

1

ST (C̃j ) ≤ λ,

0

ST (C̃j ) > λ,

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

(11)

In our problem λ is set empirically to be 0.4.
The objectives (i) to (v) are transformed into objectives to maximize the corresponding
satisfaction grades as follows.
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Fig. 7 Satisfaction grade of
number of tardy jobs

Fig. 8 Satisfaction grade of total
setup time

(i) Satisfaction grade of average weighted tardiness of jobs SAT
SAT =

N
1 
wj ST (C̃j ).
N j =1

(12)

(ii) Satisfaction grade of number of tardy jobs SNT is presented in Fig. 7:

SNT

⎧
⎪
⎨1
= (MaxNT − NT)/MaxNT
⎪
⎩
0

if NT = 0,
if 0 < NT < MaxNT ,

(13)

if NT ≥ MaxNT

where NT is the number of tardy jobs calculated in expression (11), while MaxNT is
equal to 20% of the total number of jobs and reflects a preference of the scheduler at
Sherwood Press; there is full dissatisfaction when NT ≥ MaxNT , and full satisfaction
when NT = 0, while satisfaction degrees are linearly decreasing when NT increases
from 0 to MaxNT .
(iii) Satisfaction grade of total setup time SST (Fig. 8)

SST

⎧
⎪
⎨1
= (MaxST − ST)/MaxST
⎪
⎩
0

if ST = 0,
if 0 < ST < MaxST ,

(14)

if ST ≥ MaxST

where ST is the total setup time calculated by the expression given in (3). A maximum
setup time MaxST is needed when all consecutive jobs belong to different families, i.e.,
MaxST = a · Nop , where Nop is the total number of operations on all machines.
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Fig. 9 Satisfaction grade of total
idle time

Fig. 10 Satisfaction grade of
total flow time

(iv) Satisfaction grade of total idle times SIT (Fig. 9)
⎧
if IT = 0,
⎪
⎨1
SIT = (MaxIT − IT)/MaxIT if 0 < IT < MaxIT ,
⎪
⎩
0
if IT ≥ MaxIT

(15)

where IT is the total idle time given in (4), while MaxIT = M
i=1 Cia is the total time
of machines being in use, (i, a) and Cia is the last operation on machine Mi and its
completion time, respectively.
(v) Satisfaction grade of total flow time STF (Fig. 10)
⎧
if TF = 0,
⎪
⎨1
(16)
STF = (MaxTF − TF)/MaxTF if 0 < TF < MaxTF ,
⎪
⎩
0
if TF > MaxTF
where TF is the total flow time which is calculated by the expression given in (5) while
MaxTF = N
j =1 (Cmax − rj ) is maximal flow time.
The satisfaction grade  of all objectives, used as the fitness function, is calculated as
follows:
 = (SAT + SNT + SST + SIT + STF )/5.

(17)

5 Performance of the fuzzy genetic algorithm on real-world data
Data sets obtained from Sherwood Press were used to test the performance of the developed
fuzzy GA with lot-sizing and batching. The input data for each job are: identification number
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Table 1 Lot sizes obtained using the fuzzy IF-THEN rules
Job

Size of job

Slack

(in thousands)

of job

Workload

Priority

Change of the

of job

first lot

First lot

Second lot

J1

1

4

–

–

+30%

100%

0%

J2

60

11

–

–

0%

50%

50%

J3

70

10

6 388 763

3

−20%

30%

70%

J4

70

19

6 388 763

3

−31%

19%

81%

J5

140

9

6 388 763

1

−8%

42%

58%

J6

120

10

6 388 763

2

+5%

55%

45%

of the job (JobID), the order of machines on which the job requires processing, the fuzzy
processing time on each of the machines, the required quantity of the items, the family of
the job, the release date, the due date and the priority of the job. The workload of the shop
floor is calculated taking into consideration the required production of items. Batching is
performed only on the printing machines (3 of them).
Two groups of tests were performed in order (a) to evaluate the performance of the fuzzy
rule-based system for lot-sizing and (b) to evaluate the performance of the fuzzy GA which
takes, as input data, the size of lots. The algorithm was implemented using Visual C++ in a
Windows XP environment, and tests were run on a PC Pentium 4 CPU, 3.2 GHz with 2 GB
of RAM.
5.1 Testing of the fuzzy rule-based system for lot-sizing
The fuzzy rules for lot-sizing are tested twofold using carefully chosen values for premise
variables and using real-world data from Sherwood Press. Firstly, we tested the conditions
for not splitting a job into lots. The results are shown in Table 1. For example, regarding its
size and slack, job J1 belongs to the fuzzy set Small (size) with a membership degree value
of 1 and to the fuzzy set Small (slack) also with membership degree 1. It leads to a Large
Positive increase of the first lot twice by 15% by firing the first two groups of rules. As the
total size of the first lot is 80%, it would lead to the decision not to split that job into lots.
Job J2 is of Medium size (membership degree 1) and Medium slack (membership degree 1) which does not lead to change of lot according to rules from Groups I and II. On
the other hand, fuzzy rules in Groups III and IV yield −10% and +10%, respectively, and
consequently the final change of lot will be 0%, i.e., the job will be split into two lots of the
same size. The decision on lot-sizing is also evaluated using real-world data. We can notice
that for example, jobs J3 and J4 have the same size (70 000 items) and Priority 3 but the
latter is of larger slack and therefore its first lot is smaller than for job J3 .
5.2 Testing of the fuzzy genetic algorithm
Three different approaches to lot-sizing were analyzed.
(i) The described fuzzy rule-based system is used where jobs can be split up into two lots.
(ii) We investigated whether the higher number of lots (up to 3 lots) can improve the performance of the schedule. The algorithm was applied as follows. The fuzzy IF-THEN
rules are firstly applied to determine whether to split the job into lots and to decide on
the size of the two lots. Then, the second lot was considered as a new problem and the
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Table 2 Parameters of the GA

Table 3 Number of lots
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Population size

50

Length of the chromosome

36 (M = 18)

Crossover probability

0.9

Mutation probability

0.2

Termination condition

200 iterations

Approach to lot-sizing

Number of lots

2 lots

248

3 lots

261

No lots

158

Table 4 Average and best values of the aggregated satisfaction grades and satisfaction grades of the objectives
Approach to lot-sizing



SAT

SNT

SST

SIT

STF

Average

0.43

0.38

0.36

0.38

0.32

0.70

Best

0.52

0.43

0.76

0.40

0.34

0.75

Average

0.43

0.38

0.36

0.36

0.32

0.70

Best

0.53

0.43

0.71

0.43

0.38

0.76

Average

0.37

0.38

0.26

0.12

0.32

0.79

Best

0.47

0.43

0.65

0.13

0.36

0.83

2 lots

3 lots

No lots

same groups of fuzzy rules were used to decide whether to split it into lots and to determine the size of the two additional lots. The same idea can be employed to a higher
number of lots, but too high number does not make sense in practice.
(iii) Jobs were processed as whole and were not split up into lots.
The developed fuzzy GA was run with the parameters given in Table 2. A series of initial
experiments were used to tune the algorithm.
The algorithms were run 10 times. The number of lots determined by the three different
approaches is given in Table 3 and the results obtained using real-world data for one month
are given in Table 4 (the best results are shown in bold). This specific month was chosen
because it was considered to be rather busy with 158 jobs and a workload of 6 388 763
required items.
The average and the best values of the fitness function and the satisfaction grades of 5
objectives are presented for each approach to lot-sizing.
The higher number of lots leads to the higher number of operations of smaller size in
terms of the number of items to be processed, i.e. there is a higher number of operations to
be scheduled than in the scheduling without lots. Although these schedules consist of higher
number of operations, contrary to the expectation, the obtained average satisfaction grade
of the total setup time is higher in the schedules with lots. The explanation for this lies in
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Table 5 Batching with and
without lots
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Approach to

Number of

Number of

Batch average

lot-sizing

batches

operations

size

2 lots

172

308

1.8

3 lots

172

344

2

No lots

161

183

1.14

batching. Higher number of operations gives better opportunities for batching. There is a
smaller number of batches (due to the fact that more jobs of the same family can be grouped
together) and higher average size of batches in the schedules with lots than in the schedules
without lots. The total number of batches, the total number of operations to be scheduled
(on the printing machines that are relevant for batching) and the average size of batches are
given in Table 5. It can be concluded that the batch average size increases with the increase
of number of lots.
In the calculation of the due-date oriented objective values (average tardiness and the
number of tardy jobs) in the schedules with lots, we consider each lot to be a separate job.
Therefore, the results presented in Table 4 need to be interpreted carefully. It can be observed
that the average tardiness values achieved in all approaches, with and without lots, are the
same, while the best satisfaction grade of the number of tardy jobs is highest in the schedules
with 2 lots (the average satisfaction grade is the same in the schedules with 2 and 3 lots).
In order to investigate the effect of splitting jobs into lots on tardiness, we also record
the number of tardy jobs taking into consideration the completion of jobs in the first lots.
Table 6 shows the average and best values obtained of the number of tardy jobs, the number
) and the percentage of tardy first
of tardy first lots, the percentage of tardy jobs 100 · ( NT
N
tardy first lots
). The 2-lot approach gives the lowest number of tardy first lots.
lots 100 · ( number of NT
Also, the second (third) lots determine the ultimate quality of the schedule but the smaller
number of tardy jobs in the first lots may increase the satisfaction grade of the customer.
Dispatching rules applied to sequence jobs on each machine have a different effect on
the introduced objectives. In the developed GA, these dispatching rules are chosen with the
same probability. Further experiments are performed when assigning a higher probability
to some of the rules. For example, in order to increase the satisfaction grade of the total
setup time, the probability of applying the dispatching rule Same Family of Jobs Together
is increased (3 times). As expected, the total setup time was improved (for example, in the
2-lot approach, the satisfaction grade of the setup time was increased from 0.43 to 0.66),
but at the expense of the fitness function decrement from 0.51 to 0.28 (best values). Similar
experiments can be performed with other dispatching rules.

6 Conclusion
This paper considers a real-world job shop problem that is faced by a printing company.
The processing times of jobs and their due dates are imprecise and modelled by fuzzy sets.
A fuzzy rule-based system, which reflects the scheduling policy of the printing company, is
developed to determine the lot sizes. A fuzzy multi-objective genetic algorithm is employed
to generate schedules taking into consideration the following objectives: to minimize average tardiness, the number of tardy jobs, the setup times, the idle times of machines and the
flow time of jobs. Fuzzy sets are used to represent satisfaction grades of the objectives taking
into consideration the preferences of the scheduler on the shop floor. A genetic algorithm is
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Table 6 Tardy jobs versus tardy lots using the different approaches
Approach to

Number of

Number of

Percentage of

Percentage of

lot-sizing

tardy jobs

tardy first

tardy jobs

tardy first

(total number of jobs)

lots

lots

2 lots (266)
Average

15.4

8.5

5

55

Best

14

8

5

57

3 lots (299)
Average

20.4

11.8

7

58

Best

22

11

7

50

developed to search for a schedule with maximum satisfaction grades of the objectives. The
algorithm uses lot-sizing of jobs determined by the fuzzy rule-based system. In addition, the
batching of jobs with similar characteristics is taken into consideration, which leads to the
reduction of the total setup time of machines. The results obtained on real-world data from
a printing company are given and analyzed. The obtained results support the application of
fuzzy rule-based system to the lot-sizing. The success of the methodology described in this
paper and the quality of the results has led to a collaborative programme of implementation
within the company.
In most real-world production environments, scheduling is on-going process where circumstances in both external business environments and in internal production environments
may change dynamically. In our future research work, we will focus on issues regarding the
dynamic scheduling, namely how to respond to disturbances such as machine breakdowns,
delays in the arrival of materials, arrival of new orders, changes in current orders, etc.
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